We present a database of the latest stellar models of the Y 2 (Yonsei-Yale) collaboration. This database contains the stellar evolutionary tracks from the pre-main-sequence birthline to the helium core flash that were used to construct the Y 2 isochrones (Yi et al. 2001; Kim et al. 2002) . We also provide a simple interpolation routine that generates stellar tracks for given sets of parameters (metallicity, mass, and α-enhancement).
Introduction
The Y 2 group has recently released their updated isochrones (Yi et al. 2001; Kim et al. 2002) . Theses isochrones have been tested against many high-quality observational data and proved reasonably accurate. Besides such successes, their wide coverage in metallicity and age, which is useful to population synthesis studies, triggered many requests for the corresponding stellar evolutionary tracks. Stellar tracks are the basic building blocks of isochrones, and thus it is important to ascertain their accuracy by all means before we feel confident about isochrones. A compelling test of such kinds is made on binary data which can yield mass and radius information on individual stars independently of the infamous uncertainty in distance.
Stellar Evolution Models
The critical pieces of input physics and model parameters are listed in Table 1 , while greater details are available from Yi et al. (2001) and from Kim et al. (2002) . The models were evolved from the pre-main-sequence (MS) stellar birthline to the onset of helium burning in the core at the red giant branch tip (RGBT). The mass range is approximately 0.4 M ⊙ through 5 M ⊙ , which has been chosen for constructing full isochrones from MS to RGBT for ages 0.1 -20 Gyr.
We release the entire database of the Y 2 stellar models in the form shown in Tables 2  and 3 . Each stellar track is stored in two files. Track1 files hold information simply for 24 select young ages (1 -80 Myr). In case of relatively low-mass models, this file represents a pre-MS track. Track2 files are for older ages extended to RGBT. A total of 150 grids, which some might want to call equal evolutionary points, are chosen according to a highly complicated scheme. The first 50 grids are based on the central helium abundance (Y c ) which grows monotonically and gradually as soon as central hydrogen burning begins. The next 100 grids are based on the core mass (M c ) that starts growing about the time Y c stops increasing after reaching its maximum. This transition may be regarded as the terminal-age main sequence. The grids in Y c and M c are not fixed but variable in different tracks because their maximum values and the ways they reach their maximum values are complex functions of mass, metallicity and so on. Therefore, in addition to the usual track information (age, temperature, luminosity), we present Y c and M c as well. Figure 1 shows a sample set of stellar models. For clarity, pre-MS parts appear separately in dotted lines. For this separation, we arbitrarily chose the point where Y c is 0.2% enhanced from the initial value, which means that the star has just begun burning atomic hydrogen in its core. Note that the original tracks, as shown in this figure, have orders of magnitude finer evolutionary grids and thus are slightly more accurate but far less portable than the tracks ditributed through this paper. If high accuracy is required for good scientific reasons, the original-grid tracks can be made available for a set of original parameters (Z, M, [α/Fe], overshoot) upon request to the authors.
Database and Interpolation Code
The full set of stellar models and a FORTRAN package that work for mass, metallicity, and α-enhancement interpolation are available from the authors upon request or directly from our Web sites listed below, as well as from the electronic edition of the Astrophysical Journal.
• UK: www-astro.physics.ox.ac.uk/∼yi/yystar.html
• US: www.astro.yale.edu/demarque/yystar.html
• Korea: csaweb.yonsei.ac.kr/∼kim/yystar.html
The interpolation code adopts a polynomial interpolation scheme. We encourage the readers to use it when they find our model grids are not sufficiently small for their purposes. However, it should be emphasized that the interpolated tracks do not reproduce exactly the genuine tracks constructed using the stellar evolution code, as some properties evolve in much more complicated manners within the given grid space than a simple interpolation can mimic. The interpolation near the critical mass (M conv crit ), above which a stellar core becomes convective on the MS (Yi et al. 2001) , is a good example. Theory suggests a transition from a radiative core to a convective core as stellar mass reaches M conv crit , but determining M conv crit is not trivial because the development of a convective core is gradual with respect to mass. In this regard, the accuracy of our critical masses listed in Table 2 of Yi et al. (2001) is no better than our typical mass grid, 0.1M ⊙ . As a result, interpolated tracks based on the given models are unavoidably subject to such internal uncertainties. Besides, the abrupt change in the overshoot parameter near M conv crit (overshoor is numerically turned on at M > M conv crit ) introduces, perhaps inaccurately, discontinuity in the shape of the main-sequence turn-off region as a function of stellar mass, which makes the interpolations near M conv crit difficult. Keeping these inherent limitations in mind, we purposely kept the interpolation scheme as simple as possible. We suggest that the readers should use the models and code with proper care. Rogers & Iglesias (1995) , Low temperature opacities Alexander & Ferguson (1994) Equations of state OPAL EOS ) Energy generation rates Bahcall & Pinsonneault (1992; 1994 priv. comm 
